shooting position and immediately fired a precise shot at one of the eight targets. In contrast to earlier claims [8], fish never shot from directly below the target. Rather, they chose viewing angles that varied over a broad angular range from about 60Њ to 88Њ with respect to the water to this initial distance; this yields a range of about 160 the absolute size of objects regardless of changes in to 630 mm from any of the targets. Thus, selections are viewing distance and thus despite the resulting dramade over a large range of horizontal distances between matic differences in the size of the actual retinal imthe fish and its potential targets.
they could have learned, for instance, to select the second-smallest target. Each disk shown during training was chosen at random from the eight differently sized disks and was presented at a height that was also randomly chosen from the four heights. If a correct choice occurred within 10 s, the fish was rewarded with a fly. Training success was tested by choice experiments with the assembly of eight objects as described above. All four fish mastered the task and selected the correct size at any height. The impressive precision attained, about 1 mm at a height of 800 mm, is illustrated in Figure 4 for one of the four fish.
In which way did the archer fish learn to make the complex corrections required for inferring absolute size from an underwater view? One possibility would be that the fish could have stored memory templates of previously rewarded situations, each template containing a rewarded combination of actual image size together with the target's vertical and horizontal distance. In a choice situation the fish would then select that target that comes closest to one of these stored combinations. In other words, during the learning stage the fish would simply assemble a table of reference of rewarded combinations and make its choices based on an interpolation within its table of reference. To test this hypothesis, we retrained two of the four fish to select a novel target size (10 mm). However, training to the new size was given only at two of the four possible presentation heights (200 and 400 mm). If the fish had been interpolating among stored rewarded combinations of apparent size and vertical and horizontal distance, then they would have selected the 10 mm disk only at the training heights of 200 and 400 mm and not at 600 and 800 mm. This is because at these greater heights rewarded combinations could previously have been stored only to the 10 mm disk was successful (first two panels). Moreover, when put to the critical test the fish readily selected the novel size at the novel greater distances heights. However, the preferred size generally shifted as well ( Figure 5 , lower two panels). This clearly distoward larger sizes as target height above the water proves the interpolation hypothesis. surface was increased. Figure 3 
demonstrates this with
In learning the objective size of their targets, the archer results from three of the 13 fish. With two exceptions fish thus had not simply learned combinations that were (in which the fish apparently chose the same objective rewarded in the past but went beyond to acquire a consize at all heights), objective size did not govern the cept of objective size that they later could readily apply fish's preference. At the greatest heights, the fish often to the novel views. This ability is remarkable in several preferred to shoot at targets that would have been too respects. First, the optical effects require rather precise large to be swallowed. In summary, all naive fish had knowledge of spatial configuration (see Figure 2) . The clear size preferences, but these were not based on question of how the fish's visual system is able to proobjective target size. vide this information is presently wide open. When fish Can archer fish learn to compensate for complex optiaim their shots, for which precise distance information cal distortions and judge the absolute size of prey items? is also required, monocular cues suffice and binocular To test this, we trained four fish (length 15-16 cm) to distance cues are not required. Whether stereo vision recognize a target (a disk 6 mm in diameter) at all vertical is also unnecessary for size constant vision cannot, and horizontal distances only by its objective size. This however, be said at present. Second, the fish apparently task seemed hard for the fish; to attain the precision is able to combine such spatial knowledge in a yetillustrated in Figure 4 , the fish required 4-8 weeks of unknown way with apparent size (or apparent locomodaily training, or approximately 500-1500 trials. During tion-induced image transformations) to deduce a contraining only single disks were shown to the fish. In this cept of objective size. Whatever sensory representation way the fish were prevented from learning size relations; it uses, the fish evidently is able to form a concept of size that is tailored to the complex optics at the waterhad they been trained with the eight-object assembly, 
